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ABSTRACT
Limited English proficiency creates barriers to both

education and employment for approximately 28 million people in the
United States. They face societal, institutional, and personal
barriers to equitable employment. The American job market and -

employer expectations may be confusing; and the concept of lifelong
learning is foreign to them. Barriers presented by educational and
employment institutions to the limited English proficient (LEP) adult
include, standardized entrance examinations, diploma requirements, and
emplbkment performance tests. Adults also fear loss or rejection of
their\culture, ethnicity, and identity when they speak a second
language. Four English as a Second language (ESL) curriculum models
integrate vocational and English language skills and provide special
assistance to LEP students: prevocational ESL classes, vocational
ESL, biringual vocational training, and on-the-job training with
vocational ESL support. Vocational instructors can help LEP students
by allowing culturally diverse students to learn in diverse ways,
using dembnstrations or audiovisual aids and relying less on
lectures, and using bilingual assistants. Research and development is
needed in the areas of the elements of English needed to be taught
and their order, strategies to reduce language demands of LEP jobs,
and identification of successful program materials and instructional
strategies. (YLB)



Research and Development Series No 214D

EQUITY FROM THE BILINGUAL
EDUCATION SPECIALIST'S PERSPECTIVE

by 3o Ann Crandall

SUMMARY Vocational eclucators_tiave grappled with equity as aiiroblem_and have_-

espoused it as- a cause since 1964 when Congress *attic1_0th an equitypendate ind_Ath
equity-challengawith-thepassage4_1he:Vocatianaacucatiort At This is _ohs*

seventeen repo4coninitisioniai3y-tho:Naticitaltenteifor:FiesaarCh_ifillika
Education to-meet the _equity challenge,tbrOgtitattiittosOolirtary;400-ipai,,,
encompassing three perspectivesatadeMic, vocational_education, iatinterest
group ad-yocipy-

The folltiwingjiaper.describesJho-speCial
proficiency. It begins with an extended _discpssion=4-iffthi)wr-oci5auiisiotcr**
personal _barriers faced by_those for wtimit_,Ertglith=it,a!econdlerigUagtklirectiafil
orientation, the illustrative examplesifiji*Opettligtlighttherdifficulttes:OfVeraers-_,
with limited English proficiency liccting,andiceeping_Avork. PraposectsAlutighkinclude
four potential currictittrbfrodelaforteachijiggrtglfsh*a=secendJangpage-as--:-_,
integral part of vocational

--ungerslandh10-0-1**464ge:01R,-4isedett4ei;theAlnilie0PgtiskpackciOXOemployable and uppn_dIfferent learning:patterns aMting_mtdiviciusN-Jiiipatitv _

concludea'with a variety teaching a research agenda_ ar- improving
the teddhingof_English-ase'ibtortd language.

INTRODUCTION

Approximately 28 million people living in the United States speak
a language other than .English as either their first or dominant
language, and that number is likely to increase. Although the majority
of these people are native born residents and citizens, large numbers
of immigrants and refugees who are entering the country help make
up this statistic. In 1980 alone, approximately 168,000 Indo-Chinese
refugees and more than 50,000 Eastern Europeans, Soviet Jews,
Ethiopians. Kurds, Afghans. and others will enter the United States.
Other immigrantsmembers of families of United States citizenswill
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also join the population. Thus, although only.one in eight persons today is. of
another language background, that percentage is likely to increase. In fact, in many
urban school systerps today, the number of students of limited or non-English
background increasing rapidly. By 1985, for example, the population of the
Los Angeles County schools will be 50 percent Hispanic.

Naturally, not ail people whose first languagt is another language lack
proficiency in English; many acquire English through the schools in courses called
English as a second language (ESL), in bilingual education programs, or through
interaction.with the English-speaking majority population. However, for many of
these peopleespecially for those who entered the United States as teenagers or
adultsthe level of English proficiency may be seriously limited, creating barriers
to both education and employment, and thus restricting both their economic
potential and the potential contributions they can make to United States society.
Congress recognized that problem when it passed Public Law 94-482 (Title I, Part
B, Subpart 3, Section 181), pointing. out that:

... one of the most acute problems,in 11-* United States is that which
involves millions of citizens, both children and adults, whose efforts to profit
from vocational education are severely restricted by their limited English-
speaking ability because they came from environments where the dominant
language is other than-English;...such persons are therefore unable to help
to fill the - critical need for more and better educated personnel in vital
occupational categories; and ...are unable to make their maximum
contribution to the Nation's, economy and must, in fact, suffer the hardships
of unemployment or underemployment.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JO ANN CRANDALL, a Research Associate at the Center for Applied Linguistics in

Washington. D C has worked for several years on a variety of protects in bilingual, bicultural.
and English as a second language (ESL), cross-cultural and bicultural problems, and effective
writing and reviewing. She received her A B. from Ohio University where she was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa. an M A. from the University of Maryland, and an M.S. in sociolinguistics and applied
linguistics and anthropology from Georgetown University. She is currently writing her
dissertation on occupational literacy for a Ph D in sociolinguistics at Georgetown University
She has been an instructor in English as a foreign language at George Washington University
and a lecturer in anthropology at the American University in Washington. D C. She has also
served as staff assistant in public relations to Senatoifrank Church
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Therefore, though Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibits discrimination on
the grounds of race, color, or national origin, the bitter reality is that those who
grow up speaking another language.through"association with,their family or
neighborhood, without acquiring adequate proficiency in English, have greater
difficulty both in becoming educated of trained for a vocation and in acquiring jobs
which provide an opportunity, for mobility and advancementz,The barriers to
equitable employment which the Iiinited-English proficient(LEP) adults face are
societal, institutional, and personal in nature.

`) SOCIETAL BARRIERS

. It is commonly believed that persons who do not speak English cannot get jobs
in the United States. Any quick look around the kitchens, hallways, and homes in
American urban centers, however, proves that this is not the case: adults who speak
.no English may in fact, be easily hiredand just as easily exploited by their
employers. In a recent case, for example, a Vietnamese refugee who spoke little
English found himself paid almost nothing at the end of the month because no one
had explained to him that the time card he punched was'supposed to be his own,

°not just any card displayed next to the time clock.

What is true, however, is that for an individual to retain an entry-level job or to
obtain a job which offers some opportunity for advancement is indeed difficult
without adequate English skills. Just understanding the American job market and
the expectations that employers have of employees can be enormously confusing
to someone from another culture. For example, in many parts of the world, such as
Japan, Southeast Asia, or other regions, employers become almost an elder in the
family and are expected to provide for their employees throughout the employees'
lives, even if their work is no longer needed by the employer. In return for life-long
economic protection, employees offer similar loyalty and unquestioning trust in
their employers. Employees retain their positions for life, without thought of getting
a "better job",' either within the same organization or in another, under a different
employer. Thus when confronted by the system in the United States, a system that
often requires employees to take low, entry-level jobs paying the minimum wage so
as to acquire experience and the opportunity to use, and thereby increase their
proficiency in Englishall in the hope of eventually securing a better jobthey
have an unusually strong fear of being trapped in that first job for the rest of their
working lives. These employees are even more confused (and shamed) when an
employer criticizes them in front of others. The only face-saving action available is
for the incumbent to leave without ever returning to the job; were the employee to
return, the employer would then be publicly confronted with loss of face, likewise
an intolerable situation for these employees.

3
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Thus cultures and subcultures differ in their values and attitudes toward work
as well asin actual employment practices. For people who speak only limited
English, the problems can be profound: they may not understand the American
employment system (how to find out about jobs and apply for them, how to behave
during an interview, or how to fill out application forms), and they also may lack the
ability to ask questions or receive guidance which will enable them, to get the
information needed to understand the system. If they are fortunate, they may have
someone who speaks their language and who has already, mastered the system to
interpret that system for them. Unfortunately, even with that orientation, the level of
English required to be able to read want ads (often a difficult task even for native
English speakers!), to be able to respond appropriately in interviews by asking .

thoughtful questions and giving acceptable answers, and to be able to read job
descriptions and fill out resumes, application forms, and the like is often very high
and requires special ability in English. For example, the terms "previous
efriployment," "other relevant work experience," and "employment history," all
request similar information, but how is someone who speaks only limited English
able to discern that?

Differences among cultures also affect people's attitudes toward education. for
many, education is appropriate only for children or for a few scholars, and the
c oncept of life-long education, of adults pursuing training that leads to new
vocations or careers, is foreign and must be explained. Becoming students again as
adults can require difficiiTradjii§trherits and result in-embarrassing moments. Adults
who come from cultures where education is limited to a very small elite and where
training is provided only by the employer may not be at all familiar with American
educational practices. They may need to be taught to be students, much as
children are socialized into our educational system, and they may need
encouragement and support during the difficult transitional period.

INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS

Once the role of education in employment is understood, however, inability to
speak English sufficiently may continue to act as a barrier to obtaining.the much
needed education that leads to a first or better job.

Both educational institutions and employment institutions can present barriers
to the LEP adult. For example, many vocational education and technical training
programs require eVeryone to take standardized entrance examinations, which are
usually written for native English speakers. Thus LEP adults are unjustly penalized.
even though they may know the information requested or be able to perform the
tasks required, their limited English often prevents them from successfully
demonstrating either fact on the examination. Furthermore, LEP adults often lack
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the required 'nigh school diploma, but some vocaamal training programs (such as
CETA and Job Corps), require either a high school diploma or the General

°Education Development (GED) series and then, too, even when the GED is
acceptedlor entrance, problems may remain since the GED is written for native-
English speakers as well. For the person whose dominant lan.guage is not English,
tests then become language tests, rather than cognitive or skill tests. Even those
who are granted entry int° a vocational traing program may find themselves
unable to compete with 'their native-speakinNlassmates when both the textbooks
and the instruction are in English and no attempt is made to accommodate the
limited-English speakereither through bilingual or simplified English..texts,
bilingual instructiorLor English as a second language (ESL) classes. Often, LEP
adults have low education levels and lack literacy and computational skills that
must also be addressed before success will be likely in vocational education
classes. Unfortunately, basic education classes and ESL classes may be unavailable
or so crowded that they are not very effective. (In some adult basic education
programs, 50 percent of all enrollment is in ESL, and classes of fifty students are
common, with long waiting lists for entry into these classes.) Many of these ESL
classes, in addition, are not taught for the very low literate- or uneducated but
require students to have basic literacy for success in the class.

Similar barrieit exist for LEP adults in the-marketplace, even for those who
have already mastered vocational skills, since proof of that mastery often requir_e,s_
successfurcomTretio-ri of an employment test or demonstration of those skills in
response to a request in a language (English) that the adults do not adequately
understand.

These tests penalize those whose language differs even slightly from _.andard
English. For example, even blacks who speak nonstandard English varieties or
Hispanic bilinguals may score below their actual knowledge or achievement levels
because the medium through which they are testedstandard Englishpresents an
additional barrier. An auto mIchanic could be fully able to repair a car and discuss
that repair adequately with a customer, fill out a bill, and order new parts, but still
be unable to be licensed, because that state requires an examination conducted in
English for licensing. It is ironic that language requirements to get a job often
exceed those for practicing the job. For example, the reading in the texts required
for getting both the training and the license to be a cosmetologist or auto mechanic
are far more difficult than the reading actually used on the job. For someone who
speaks English as a second language, necessary training or education presented in
English can constitute a ful.ther obstacle to employment.

Those who can bypass an entrance test and successfully complete an
application form and an interview may be rewarded with the opportunity of
employment, but because of inadequate English skills, they may find their time in
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that job to be short. If they do not understand the.names for things they are
working with, if they cannot understand directions given to them and do not know
how to ask to have these directions repeafed or clarified, they will undoubtedly
have problems on the job:Tte,first time a customer asks for an explanation which
is not given ,or an employer makes a request which is not filled may be the
beginning of the end for the person on that job.

Surprisingly, being able to read job manuali or to fill out orders or inventory
forms is not enough; adults also have to learn how to talk with coworkers and
employers, both about their jobs and about more casual or informal topics. Being
able to talk about the weather, the traffic, and vacations provides the "glue" which
keeps offices and shops fithctioning as a team, Employees unable to make that
small talk are viewed as cold and uncommunicative: they seem to be people who
just do not fit in and theymay lose their jobS for this reason.

Since many adults who are of limited English proficiency are also poor and
disadvantaged in other ways, they may face additional problems relating to
transportation, child care, or health as well. They may live far from a vocational
education institution and be unable to afford the cost of transportation to get to
school, or be unable to afford child care while they study. This is especially true of
women with small children or older adults who remain homebound; they are unable
to take advantage of_the opportunities for Englishianguage_training_and_vocational_
preparation which are available to them, and thus, their job horizons may be
severely limited.

PERSONAL BARRIERS

Since language is the most obvious symbol of one's culture, ethnicity, and
identity, it is natural for many adults who speak another language to fear loss of
that identity or rejection by their own cultureor bothwhen they decide to speak
a second language (English). It may be safer, though certainly less productive in
the long run, to avoid taking the risks required to study ESL or to attempt to work
in a second language. Since their cognitive growth and developmentall their
experiences and educationhave been in another language, they will find
themselves unable to expres,s themselves fully in a new language and they may
become very frustrated. If their children are'acquiring English rapidly and
simultaneously becoming just as rapidly Americanized, the fears of the parents may
become even more pronounced.

Fortunately, however, both vocational educators and language educators (both
ESL and bilingual) have ways to overcome these barriers and to assist LEP adults
to a more productive career. A number of successful program models exist that can
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guide communities in search of appropriate programs for their LEP_ population.
These programs may be housed in a vocational /technical school, a community
college, an adult basic education program, a CETA or Job Corps program, or atthe
job site (on-the-job).

0..

VHE ROLE OF ESL IN OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

A number of changes in the teaching of ESL have enabled ESL teachers to
`meet more adequately the needs of LEP adults. ESL classes are becomilig
increasingly specialized, providing only the most relevant vocabulary and structures
that may be needed by a given adult learner. Instead of a "general" English class,
like the foreign language classes that most Americans took when they were in high
school, these ESL classes focus on the specific English needed by someone to
function in a specific job or domain. Thus, ESL is increasingly becoming ESP
(English for specific purposes) and the adult ESL class is likely to focus on
vocation-specific English (called VESL), such as clerical ESL, food services ESL,
welding ESL, or upholstery ESL. What these classes teach is a basic spoken
command of English (emphasizing listening comprehension and understandable,
though not accentless or flawless, spoken English), as well as sufficient reading
and writing skills and vocabulary to enable the adult t.reod the necessary_
textbooks and manuals, signs and safety instructrons,.and to write instructions,
order forms, and bills required for both vocational training in the field and for use
on a specifics job.

At a minimum, the vocational ESL class enables the student with limited-
English proficiency to"do the following:'

Ask for directions and follow commands

Talk about the tools and materials used in learning the vocation and in
performing the skills

Discuss work with fellow employees, customers, and employers

Understand and be able to discuss some of the methods and procedures
required by the vocation

USe technical manuals, textbooks, catalogs, and other reading materials to
study for the vocation or to practice performing the skills

Explain processes while doing them or after completing them

8
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Complefe work orders, inventory lists, bills, time cards, and heal h;
insurance, and tax forms ;

Understand and talk about safety and health and request emergency
assistance ',' -4

`t. .' o .- ,
. t ' . - 4

Res,poril to offers of assistancednd be able to offer assistance in retuh, .,. ...
Seek clarification or repetition of previousistatements or commands

S.c:liali2e appropriately with feliow workers and employers

The LEP. dult must still master the basic sound system of English, the basic
grammatical structures and sentence patterns, and a'portion of its vocabulary.
However, the focus is not upon acquiring flawless pronunciation or sentences that
use o;Ify full standard forms and avoid colloquial expressions or ungrammatical

erns. The focus is on acquiring enough English to be able to function in English
'n the vocational classroom and on the job and to be able to use English to get
more information (and more practice in the language in both classroom and
employment). LEP adults neeli to learn not only the language, but also the rules for
appropriate use of it. They may have mastered the direct imperative and say, "Giqe
me a raise," but if they say that to their employers or use a similar direct command
With theirrns-tructors they are likely to suffer far worse consequences thall if they
had said, "Woudja lemme have a raise?"

The comprehension level of LEP students should be greater than their spec ng
ability, In fact, one of the difficulties facing LEP students in yocatiOnaLclass0 is
the variety of synonyms used to refer to the same objeci although they may need tc
choose only one of these to refer to a specific object in speaking or writing, they
will need to understand a number of referents, both* in texts and in classroom,
discussion.

Although there are a number of curricular designs and approaches to teaching
ESLstructural (also called audio-lingual), situational, and functionalany of these
can be adapted for use in the vocational ESL classroom. The vocational subject
area simply provides the framework for beginning instruction and continuing
relevant language study and practice. The^ result is greater motivation and
satisfaction and more efficient language learning.

It is important to remember that these ESL learners have already adquired .

proficiency in one language which has served them well in most areas of their lives;
they do not need to acquire English to be able to. express their intimate feelings, to
discuss their beliefs, or to talk about movies, television, pets, or their family.

8
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Frowever, they do need to add a second language fol,,jo,b preparation, for
employment, and for improverytent of communication skills in.any specific area.
*This -need has the advantage of being more easily met' than the need for full-scale
fluency in a language, ,since it takesjess time to acquire a smaller subset of the
larger language, and of bei-ngles6 threatening, since students are able.to retain an/.
mainiain their ethnicityand identity through continued use of,their first language. .

.(This: use of two diffefentlanguages issirnilarto t(e use of formal and informal
English by a monolingual English speaker, since there is a difference between the
way people talk with an employer at work and the Way that they talk with friendS; or
family at home.)

ESL Classes can also provide ageneral orientation to the Ainerican job market,
to the types of occupations that are possible and the degrees of mobility and
advan,ceinent available*ithin each, as well*as to employer wectations and
employee rights. Often this is 'presented in the VESL class or in a prevocational ESL
or general employment E§L class. Here, those with limited-Eriglish skills and
insufficient information about employment in the United States are provided with
the English needed to find a job, to keep it, or to advance to better jobs. They
practice using English to inquire about training and employment, to complete
application forms, and to perform successfully in interviews. General employment
vocabulary dealing with benefits, leave, taxes, salary, and work schedules, for
example are taught, andadults have-an opportunity to_practiee, at least in an

--employment conteif, this vocabulary'and the basic constructions in both oral and
, written' English. In-this way, the purpose of the ESL plass is clearly lecusect on-..

'vocational impr,ovement and employment. , A

A third type of ESL class may also be appropriate, though it is usually housed
in a university program that is preparing students for professional technological
careers: this course is referred to'as English for academic\ purposes (EAP) or ESL
study skills. In EAP courses, the focus is on the English required to pass college
classes; to read difficult texts, to write library research papers, to listen to lectures
and take adequate notes., and to be able to answer essay questions on
examinatrons. Some'of the principles of the EAP class can be incorporated into
VESL classes when necessary; for example, if the vocational training program
requires heavy reading of passages describing processes or procedures, the VESL
teacher can address some of the special English features which make this reading a
problem For example, sequence markers such as first, then, and finally must be
understood, as must this, that, these, those, and the use of other shortened or
synonymous forms.

Unfortunately, not every vocational training institution offers prevocational or
vocational ESL, or even any ESL classes. The most common model for offering
vocational training to LEP students is one that simply requires them to learn

9 1.0
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enough.English to be able to pass entrance examinations, to attend classes with
. native,gngliih-speaking students, and to read the texts intended for native'

speakers, all with little systematic assistance from either an ESL teacher or-a.tutor. '`

.Those who manage to survive this approach-are usually the students who. have high
educational 'backgrounds; previous experience in that vocation, or exceptional '.: .
motivation. , ..

. ,
_. . t

. -

There are four other curriculum models, however, that integrate vocational and
English language skills, and provide speciallassffitance to LEP. students: (I)
prevqational ESL clastes, which lead fdtpioyment and often continued ESL
support; (2) vocational ESL either prior to oi. concurrent with vocational training;
(3) bilingual vocational training; and (41 on- the -job training with vocational ESL
support. .

4,ks, ,.
. -

0
Prevocational ESL and Employment

In areas wheie there are LEPs who come from a variety.of language .

backgrounds and who have a wide range of vocational plans, or where there are no
major employers or vocational,programs offering job opportunities to many adults,
a program offering prevocational ESL (focusing on general employment language
and providing orientation to the-American job market) can assisfone with litIlited
English, in acquiring an entry-level job. When possible, ESL classes are conducted
either before or after work, sometimes on thelbb Site, to help ease the transition to
the world of work, and to provide special 'English classes building upon the day's
use of English and dealing with any language-related problems which may have .

arisen during that day. BecauSe prevocational ESL classes can offer a quick return
for the hard work of language learning, instructors can o,ften be assured of steady
attendance and concentrated effort from their students. These prevocational ESL
classes can also provide a careful transition from a native cultural employment
world to what may be the radically different employment world of the 1.,:lited States.

Vocational ESL and Vocational Training

When a vocational/technical institute or CETA program are available and there
are sufficient numbers of LEPs to study any one vocation such as welding, auto

'body repair, or clerical skills, institutions can offer a coordinated and integrated
curriculum of vocational skills classes and vocational-specific'English (VESL)
classes. For example, in one large vocational school, students may take ESL
classes that focus specifically on upholstery, welding, auto body repair, or other
fields *lila they are taking their skills training. The ESL instructor and vocational
instructor work closely in planning the curriculum. Either the ESL instructor attends

10
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the vocational daises with the students (at least during the first semester of
designing the program) and adapts the ESL.classes to'reflect the vocational content
and vocabulary, as well as the diffibult English structures encountered in that class,
or the two instrubtors operate as a team that meets periodically to phr coordinated
instruction.' Unfortunately, few VESL materials are commercially available. When
they are some of this integration can be presided by the materials; however, even

'then-the VESL teacher needsi to become familiar the vocation, understafiding
the language demands, and the terininology, ocesses, and requirements of the
job. Even tho,ugh VESL teachers do not have to become competent in the vocation,
they must nevertheless be familiar enough with the.vocation and the skills 'training
classes to be able to assist students in mastering ttie'reading, writing, and sprat
English requirements of the vocation. VESL teachers do not need to be able to
operate keypunch machines.or ten-key adding machines to be able to teach VESL

..courses that assist in keypunch or clerical training, but they must (now what.these
machines are and the kindi of written and oral language needed to ?nester them in,
a work setting.

Bilingual Vocational Training
;.. , a.

The third curriculum ruockl is one that is receiving increasing attention and
support, especially in areas with large concentrations of people who speak the
,same first.language and belong to a large ethnic community. F xample, in areas
of the country with late Spanish, Chinese, or Vietnamese p ulations, the most
efficifint way of proving vocational training may be to off r it in two languages
.(bilingually): in both the native language and English

..
,,',... . a

' '-Bilingital vocational training pr" grams can be designed in a number of ways. If
the vocational instructor is bilingu , then that instructor can simply switch from
one language,to another, perhaps presenting the terminology'and procedures for
the day's work in English, put therrswitching to the native languiKe for discussion
and explanation. Contider'how difficult tht concept of set theory or electricity is
when presented in drae'§" own language; it acomes mach more difficult with
.explanations prRvidpd exclusively in anotlier IShgUage. If a teacher can explain the
confiptsand an ewer questions in the'steents' dominant language, than the
concepts can build upon previous cognitive develdkient in the first language,
ensuring a more rapid and often less perSonally threatening learning process.

s ,

If the vocational instructor is not bilingual, then a bilingual assistant can be
brought into the class to provide special, attention to those most in need of it.
Bilingual aides can develop vocabulary-lists, translate difficult texts, and explain'
cultUrally.relative information, focusing oh ,differences between the ways that a
vocation may be acquired or practiced in the adUlts' previous environment and the

c



ways that it is acquired or practiced here in the United States. Such factors as
nonverbal behavior (eye contact, gestures, physical spacing between people) and
culturally relative values. (time, work ethic, cooperation, or competition) can often
be most effectively explained in the first language. 40 can terms such as "social
security number" and "electricity."

in a bilingual vocational program, however, English must be used and taught,
ungss the LEP adults can be assured that they will be able to obtain employment
and have the opportunity to advance in that employment without having to use
English, either with employer or customer. Although such situations do exist, it is
not likely to be the most productive approach, since employment conditions may be
limited and lack orEnglish may continue to offer a barrier to full, productive
employment. Usually, ESL classes are offered with the bilingual vocational
instruction, often by the bilingual individual who assists in the vocational
instruction. These classes can be prevocational or vocation-specific, with the latter
providing the greatest coordination between the language and vocations;
instruction. The VESL class might precede the vocational class or follow the
vocational class (or both), and provide either a preview or a review of the day's
instruction (or both).

ESL and On-The-Job Training

In the last curriculum model, students receive ESL assistance while they are
enrolled in on-the-job training programs. This approach has proved especially
effective in companies where large numbers of LEP people are employed in ,rk
that is routine and that requires very limited English skills, at least for initial
employment., Electronics a_sembly work, for example, can be quickly learned with
the assistance of a bilingual or a successfully employed adult of the same ethnic or
language group. The amount of English required can be minimal. However, to be
able to function socially.on the job and to acquire additional skills leading to
advanced employment or better pay, the LEP adult needs to have additional ESL
instruction and practice. Com-panies are often willing°to pay for this instruction,
both in release time from the job and in paying for the textbooks and instructor's
salary, since they can be assured that the employee's production will improve due
to better communication with the supervisor and coworkers.

HOW THE VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR CAN BETTER MEET
THE NEEDS OF LEP STUDENTS

Although there are a number of models that provide integrated language and
vocational instruction for students who are of limited-English proficiency, additional
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strategies are available to the vocational instructor or program that will reduce the
language barrier and make vocational training more accessible to them. These
strategies will also help compensate for the lack of a VESLor even ESL class.

People demonstrate a variety of strategies for acquiring information or skills.
Some prefer to learn by observation, testing their own competence without being
overseen by the instructor, demonstrating their skill only after they have practiced
on their own, achieved mastery, and are confident of the results. Others prefer
working with others, making a number of attempts, each one more closely
approximating the desired behavior, and seeking assistance or comment from the
instructor or other students as they are learning. Vocational instructors need to
allow these culturally diverse students to learn in whatever ways are most
appropriate for them. Some learn by doing; others learn by watching; yet both
groups are capable of achieving the same degree of skill.

Another strategy available to the vocational instructor is one that reduces the
dependence upon language as the means of acquiring the skill. Many instructors
lecture at the beginning of a class and then lead a discussion, answering questions
based on that lecture. All of this instruction is linguistic, requiring careful attention
to the language being used and resulting in a special burden upon those who have
limited English proficiency. If instruction can involve demonstration, use of films or
videotapes, graphics, or opportunities for peer instruction and practice, the
opportunity increases for these students to master the information and the skill.
Some vocational/technical schools even provide a whole array of approaches for
mastering the same body of 'nformation and the same skills for the vocation,
including computer-assisted instruction and other programmed texts/approaches
Students must demonstrate mastery, but it is left to them to determine the means of
obtaining that information and skill, either by looking at visuals and working with
another student, or by reading a textbook and practicing on their own.

Vocational instructors do not need to become language teachers, but they can
and should become more aware of the difficulty of the language they.are using and
should work consciously to simplify some of it, either by providing synonyms or
simple explanations whenever possible, by writing difficult words on the board and
pointing to them as the class progresses, or by providing review sessions or
repeating information in several different ways.

They can also work closely with a bilingual assistant, who can provide
explanations in the classroom, assist in translating passages that are particularly
difficult, compile bilingual glossaries, and provide explanations for difficult
concepts. Often a successful former student or one who is particularly advanced
can function informally in this capacity. This assistant can also explain culturally
different practices. For example, the role of the secretary is different in different
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parts of the world, just as the style and format of correspondence, the manner of k
answering the telephone, and the hours spent on the job may vary. Those practices
that are confusing can be explained by the bilingual assistant,

C..

Research and Development Needs

Although there is a clear relationship between job success and linguistic
capab- ty, and an even clearer relationship between job access and language, we
still have little research that identifies exactly what features of English are most
impoilant for employment and which can be left for later acquisition or be omitted
entirely. Unfortunately, a great number of judgments are made on the basis of
language, many of them seemingly unrelated to individual linguistic capabilities in
any way. For example, employers are willing to rate employees on their ambition,

-intelligence, leadership capabilities, emotional stability, and a host of other factors
simply by listening to a short tape-recorded conversation of those employees. Even
in meeting people and working with them, we make quick assessments of them on
the basis of the way they talk, the vocabulary they use, their pronunciation or
accent, dnd the gestures they use. We do this both consciously and unconsciously.
Until we know, however, which of these features is the most important or most
salient, it is difficult to know exactly what elements should be taught to the person
acquiring English as a second language, and in what order they should be taught.
At the present time, we do not have the research in first language or second
language employment to establish the features which are most important.

There is, however, substantial anecdotal and descriptive evidence to show the
importance of short, conversational exchanges between coworkers. We also know
that adults need a variety of approaches for getting information repeated. They
need to be able to request clarification through the use of a variety of language
strategies. For example, when asked to "check out the carburetor or this car," a
mechanic needs to be able to say, "Did you say the carburetor?" or "Was that the
carburetor?" If all else fails, the mechanic needs to be able simply to say, "Would
you repeat that?" or "What's that again?" Native speakers have a host of ways of
getting information repeated; LEP employees need to have knowledge of these as
well.

We also need additional research to show the strategies which both those who
are native and those who are not native speakers of English use to reduce the
language demands of their jobs. When confronted by large manuals or reports, how
much of them do people really need to read and what strategies do they use to
accomplish that as quickly and painlessly as possible? When do they rely on others
for information, rather than look it up in a reference, and how do they do this so
that these requests are acceptable and result in quick and appropriate answers? If
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we can perform baseline research, actually documenting language demands of
various jobs (an expansion of some of the most interesting functional literacy
research being conducted today), then we can teach from these demands and
actually present strategies that have proven successful for others.

Currently, we have a guide to minimal competency for adult language learners
that identifies the basic notions we express through language (time, space,
quantity, quality, and duration), and the functions we use language for (to give and
receive information, express opinions and judgments, socialize, and get what we
want), as well as a basic vocabulary list and set of basic English structures.'This
syllabus, which establishes a baseline for language proficiency, needs to be
specifically adapted to vocational requirements, resulting in fully supported task
analyses that integrate the skills practiced on the job with the language
requirements that accompany these skills.

Needs assessments have been performed in a variety of vocational settings to
prepare vocational SL courses that will most efficiently present the required
vocational English. These needs assessments involve lengthy observations of
classroom interaction, analysis of texts and manuals, interviews with both
supervisors and instructors to determine what is most important, and interviews and
observations with both native - English- speaking employees and employees whose
first language is other than English: Rarely has a program had sufficient funding or
timerhowever, to allow the kind of comprehensive needs assessment that can then
lead to carefully sequenced language and vocational skill acquisition. What is
needed is a great deal more of this kind of needs assessment, involving analysis of
the written and oral language that is used both in vocational training or education
and in the practice of that vocation. These needs assessments can then form the
basis for texts, which can be adapted to meet local job or training requirements.
Today few of these texts are available, except in the most highly skilled areas such
as engineering, management, accounting, medicine, and law. The numbers of
uneducated people requiring both English-language and vocational preparation is
increasing, this should result in the production of many more ESL texts focusing
less on the professions and more on skilled vocations.

A great deal more research is also needed to identify the most successful
program materials and instructional strategies in various VESL or bilingual
vocational classrooms. We need to identify the strategies that work best with
students and then develop materials that teach instructors how to use these
strategies. Similarly, we need to study successful employees (both native English-
speaking and those who acquired English as a second language) to determine what
strategies or practices they use which contribute to their success on the job. Then
we can teach these strategies as well as teach the vocation or the English used in
that vocation.
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To date, evaluation compdnents have been most frequently neglected, both in
VESL classes and in bilingual vocational programs. This is partially due to a lack of
adequate assessment instruments; it also results from a lack of research on exactly
what is most important in these programs. Without having enough information
about what is most important in them, it is difficult to evaluate programs effectively,

Clearly, there is substantial need for additional research in the field, both of.
written and oral language used on the job and of classroom approaches and
materials that are most effective. In order for this research to be effective, however,
vocational and ESL instructors (or linguists) will need to work together, each
informing the other of the requirements and results of their work. Vocational
instructors can advise linguists and language teachers who are audiotaping or
videotaping classroom language. By listening to or viewing those tapes, they can
assist in determining if the language taught in the ESL class is indeed appropriate
and useful. ESL teachers can advise vocational instructors who want to know of
approaches or strategies they can use to reduce the reliance upon difficult
language-based instruction in their classes. Vocational instructors can attend ESL
classes to observe the difficulties students have and to acquire a number of
techniques that language teachers use to reduce these difficulties, and then take
them back to their vocational classes and adapt them for use there.

SUMMARY

Although there is a substantial amount of research and a variety of projects
that need to be implemented to improve the access of those with limited - English
proficiency to both education and employment, the prospects in 1980 for
accomplishing this are very promising. A number of successful programs exist and
a variety of program models have been developed. Adapting and applying these
models and developing new curricula will enable LEP adults to acquire education in
a wide range of vocations and will reduce barriers to employment equity which
these adults currently face. The net result will be wider and more effective
employment for a large percentage of our population.
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HAVE YOU SEEN THESE EQUITY. PRODUCTS
from the National Center for Research in Vocational Education?

order price
number

IN 199 BASIC MATHEMATICS SKILLS AND 82.80
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, by Tho-
mas E. Long, 28 pp., 1980.

Provides an overview of the issuescon-
cerning the relationship betWeen basic
mathematics competency and voca-
tional education.

IN 200 BASIC READING SKILLS AND VOCA- 82.35
TIONAL EDUCATION:. by L. Jay
Thornton, 24 pp., 1980.

Examines the subject of reading in
vocational education as both a curricu
lar and an occupational issue, and sug-
gests topics for future research.

IN201 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL IN- $3.25
STRUCTOR TRAINING, by Alan Hur-
witz, 42 pp., 1980.

Discusses the background, needs, and
major issues involved in preparing bil-
ingual vocational instructors and train-
ing programs. Includes a description
of the potential recipients of bilingual
vocational education, and summarizes
legal developnients.

RD 183 EXTENDING THE BENEFITS a $15.00

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TO
INDIAN POPULATIO:iS: INTE-
GRATED PLANNING PACKAGE, by
Carol J. Minugh and Miller R. Tiger,
175 pp., 1980.

Contains suggested activities, strate-_
gies. surveys, and exemplary pro-
grams deyeloped toassist in extending
the benefits of vocational education to
Indian populations through state voca:
tional agencies.
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order Moe
number

RD205 FIFTY-ONE QUESTIONS ON THE $1115

OCR GUIDELINES, compiled by Ray-
mond E. Harlan, 142 pp., 1981.

Designed to aid vocational education
personnel in eliminating unlawful dis-
crimination from vocational education
programs, serviceS, and activities.
Basic concepts and requirements con-
tained in the Office of Civil Rights
Guidelines are presented in a question
and answer style format. Consists of a
user handbook, transparencyand han-
dout masters.

R0208 THE ADMINISTRATOR'S GUIDE TO $5.50
EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITY IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, by Stan-
ley B. Cohen, Denie Denniston, Cindy
Silvani-Lacey, and others, 76 pp., 1981.

Ideontifies and categorizes major rules
and regulations that affect vocational
educatiOn administrator responsibili-
ties. Provides a framework forapplying
the concepts of equjty and equal
opportunity to educational policy.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Before vocational educators can adequately

meet the special needs of special groups, they
must be committed to a philosophy of equit
able education. The issue of equity in education
has received a great deal of attention over
the last ten years from the legislative, Judicial,
and academic sectors. As a result of this atten-
tion, research and analysis have shown-that the
,term "equity" has a different connotation
for nearly everyone who has attempted to
define and apply it to educational programs.
In addition, a host of related terms such as

__equality, disparity, and discrimination are a
part of the vocational educator's daily- vocab-
ulary.

In an attempt to help vocational educators
to articulate a definition of equity, the National
Cent for Research in Vocational Education
has 'Mission-6d seventeen papers on equity

from three broad perspectivesacademic,
vocational, and special needs. The authors in
each of the three groups provide their own
perceptions of and experiences with equity in
education to bring vocational educators to a
better understanding of this complex but
timely issue.

The National Center is indebted to these
seventeen authors for their contribution to
furthering research on equity in vocational
education.

a

We are also indebted to Dr. Judith Gappa,
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs at San
Francisco State University for reviewing and
synthesizing all seventeen papers. Special
thanks also go to Cindy Silvanilacey, program
associate, for coordinating the papers and to
Regina Castle and Bevirly Haynes who spent
many hours typing manuscripts.

. Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT
The National Cent r for Research in Vocational
Education's mitirl is to increase the ability of
diverse agencies, iostitutions, and organizations to
solve educatiOnirproblems relating to individual
career planning, preparation, and progression The
National Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs and
outcomes

Providihg information for national planning
and policy

Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
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ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering, please use order number and title. Orders of
$10 or less should be prepaid. Make remittance payable to the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Mail
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The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

National Center Publications, Box F
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"PERSPECTIVES ON EQUITY" (17 papers)
Complete set of 17 papers $30.00
individual papers S 2.35 each
Equity from a Vocational District Director's Perspective, by Richard Adams
Equity from an Economic Perspective, by Gilbert Cardenas
Equity from a Public Administration Perspective, by Yearn H. Choi
Equity from a Bilingual Education Perspective, by Jo Ann Crandall
Equity froin a Vocational Education Research Perspective, by Nancy Carol Eliason,
Equity from a Sex Fairness Perspective, by Nancy Smith Evans
Equity from a State Administrator's Perspective, by Geneva Fletcher
Equity from a Special Education Perspective, by Marc Hull
Equity from a Business, Industry, and Labor Perspective, by Irving Kovarsky
Equity from a Racial/Ethnic Perspective, by Samuel D. Proctor
Equity froin a Legal Perspective, by Lisa Richette
Equity from a Sociological Perspective, by,Jerome Salomone
Equity from an Anthropological Perspective, by Henrietta Schwartz

RD 214
RD 214A-Q-
RD 214 A
RD 214 B
RD 214 C
RD 214 D
RD 214 E
RD 214 F
RD 214 G
RD 214 H
AD 214 I

RD 214 J
RD 214 K
RD 214 L
RD 214 M

Equity for the Disadvantaged: From a School Board Member's Perspective, by Carol Schwartz RD 214 N
Equity from an Aging Specialist's Perspective, by N. Alan Sheppard. RD 214 0
Equity from a Large City Director's Perspective, by Lucille Campbell Thrane RD 214 P
Equity from a Vocational Teacher Educa6r's Perspective, by Clyde Welter RD 214 Q

Also Available:
Equity in Vocational Education: A Futures Agenda. Selected Presentations from the RD 213

Equity Colloquium Conference held at the National Center for Research in $5.50
, Vocational Education, February, 1981.
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